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T his issue of Computing at Lehigh addresses DEC 
2065 phase-out issues. We 
only have about six months 
before the DEC 2065 will be 
removed from service. Those 
of us who have used the 
machine during the last eleven 
years must be sure that all of 
• 
the valuable programs and 
data we have accumulated 
over that period are saved 
and/or moved to another com- 
puter. Users are urged to 
migrate their files now to 
avoid the last minute rush. 
LUCC has agreed to return the 
DEC 2065 to Digital Equip- 
ment Corporation on June 1, 
1988, as part of the acquisition 
of the VAX 8530. The cost 
savings are programmed into 
the payment plan for the 
VAX. Some of the LUCC- 
supported DEC 20 software 
has been converted to run on 
microcomputers, while other 
software has been licensed for 
the CYBER 850 or VAX 
8530; for more specific infor- 
mation, see "LUCC's Plans 
for DEC 20 Software" in this 
issue. 
The August issue of Comput- 
~.ing at Lehigh announced the 
general availability of the 
NOS/VE operating system on 
the CYBER 850. This operat- 
See Director, page 3 
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S ince the DEC 20 will be removed from service on 
June 1, 1988, and several of its 
applications programs will be 
removed from the system even 
before then, many users will 
want to start migrating their 
files to other machines. There 
are numerous ways to migrate 
DEC 20 files to other 
machines; this artcle will 
describe the most convenient 
ways for most users. 
Some DEC 20 files, such as 
executables (also called 
binaries or .EXE files) and 
relocatables (.REL files), are 
of no use on other systems. 
Therefore, instead of migrat- 
ing these files, users should 
migrate the files which contain 
the source code from which 
the .EXE or .REL flies were 
generated. Other DEC 20 files 
will need to be converted 
See Migrate, page 3 
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A Macintosh users group was formed on the Lehigh 
University campus during this 
semester. Individuals inter- 
ested in joining this users 
group, or finding out more 
about it, should contact Jef- 
frey Milet by sending mail to 
Network Server User ID 
JRM3. + 
)111.llilll[lif ii 
llf iliilil!llt 
Judith K. Allio 
Lehigh University has ac- quired a site license for a 
software package called "Ex- 
ploring Statistics with the 
IBM PC" from Addison-Wes- 
ley Publishing Company. 
Under the terms of the license, 
Lehigh faculty, staff, and stu- 
dents are free to copy the soft- 
ware for use on campus only. 
The Exploring Statistics 
programs are intended to help 
students learn how to apply 
statistical methods. The 
programs are aimed at the in- 
troductory (college) statistics 
level, and can be used on a 
See Exploring, page 11 
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The implementation of the first stage of the campus- 
wide information system 
developmental project was 
done on the IBM 4381 
mainframe (known as the Net- 
work Server) using the 
MUSIC (Multi-User System 
for Interactive Computing) 
operating system. The Net- 
work Server software was 
tested by a group of 76 volun- 
teers who used the system 
from September 1986 to 
December 1986. These users 
provided valuable feedback on 
the design of the system, and 
also uncovered numerous soft- 
ware problems. A user satis- 
faction survey, based on one 
developed by S. W. Pearson, 
was administered on-line to 
the volunteers last December. 
The overall mean satisfaction 
rating for the volunteer group 
was 0.32 on a scale from -1.0 
to 1.0. In general, user satis- 
faction was inversely related 
to computer expertise. 
The Network Server was 
made available to the Lehigh 
University community on 
January 14, 1987. By the end 
of the spring semester, over 
2200 persons-30% of the 
possible user base of 7000- 
had Network Server accounts. 
See Satisfaction, page 11 
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General Editor· · · · · · · • · • - - - - - - - - - - - Joel W. Robertson 
Copy Editor - - - · · - - - • • - - - - - - - - - · - · Monica A. Newman 
194 E.W. Fairchild-Martindale Library and Computing Center #Sb 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, PA 18015 
(215) 758-3990 
General Information 
Computing at Lehigh is a bi-monthly report on computing, published by the Lehi&h University Computing 
Center. Article contributions are primarily by Computing Center staff, although users are also encouraged to con- 
tribute. Instructions for submitting articles can be found at the end of this newsletter. 
Subscriptions to Computing at Lehigh are free of charge to those in the Lehigh University Computing Center 
user community and to other interested parties. Those who wish to subscribe to Computing at Lehigh or make 
changes regarding their subscription should return the mailing list form included at the end of this newsletter. 
Distribution of Computing at Lehigh is through Lehigh University campus mail for campus subscribers and 
through U. S. Postal Service First Class Mail for non-campus subscribers. 
Computing at Lehigh is formatted with XEROX's Ventura Publisher™ and printed on a PostScript™ printer. 
Public Site Hours (Academic Schedule) 
Room Hours Student Consulting Hours 
Central Site Users' Area, 180 Fairchild-Martindale 
Sun 12:00 noon - 12:00 midn 12:00 noon - 12:00 midn 
Mon-Thu 6:30 am -12:00 midn 8:00 am -12:00 midn 
Fri 6:30 am - 10:00 pm 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Sat 9:00 am - 8:00 pm 10:00 am - 8:00 pm 
Central Site Microlab, 292 Fairchild-Martindale 
Sun 12:00 noon - 12:00 midn no consulting 
Mon-Thu 8:00 am -12:00 midn no consulting 
Fri 8:00 am - 10:00 pm no consulting 
Sat 9:00 am - 8:00 pm no consulting 
Central Site Special Equipment Room, 182 Fairchild-Martindale 
Sun 12:00 noon -12:00 midn 12:00 noon -12:00 midn 
Mon-Thu 8:00 am - 12:00 midn 9:00 am - 12:00 midn 
Fri 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Sat 10:00 am - 8:00 pm 10:00 am -8:00 pm 
Drown, Room 208 
Mon-Thu 8:00 am - 10:00 pm 
Fri 8:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Sat 8:00 am -1 :00 pm 
Educational Technology Center, 8103 Building A 
Mon-Thu 8:00 am -10:00 pm 
Fri 8:00 am -4:00 pm 
Fritz Lab Annex, Room A3 
Mon-Fri 8:00 am -10:00 pm 
no consulting 
no consulting 
no consulting 
no consulting 
no consulting 
no consulting 
Grace, Room 28 
Sun 24 hours 2:00 pm - 12:00 mid 
Mon-Thu 24 hours 1 :00 pm - 12:00 mid 
Fri-Sat 24 hours 1 :00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Libraries: Fairchild-Martindale, Linderman, & Media Center 
Sun 12:00 noon -12:00 midn no consulting 
Mon-Sat 8:00 am - 12:00 midn no consulting 
Maginnes, Room 491 
Mon-Fri 8:00 am - 10:00 pm 
Sat 9:00 am - 1 :00 pm 
Packard, Room 502 
Mon-Thu 8:00 am - 10:00 pm 
Fri 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Sat 8:00 am - 1 :00 pm 
Whitaker, Room 257 
Mon-Thu 8:00 am - 8:00 pm 
no consulting 
no consulting 
1 :00 pm - 10:00 pm 
1 :00 pm - 5:00 pm 
no consulting 
10:00 am - 12:00 noon 
1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm 
10:00 am - 12:00 noon 
1 :00 pm - 3:00 pm 
Fri 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Whitaker, Room 439 
Mon-Thu 8:00 am - 8:00 pm 
Fri 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
no consulting 
no consulting 
Computing Center Directory 
Information About Policies and Plans 
Director 
William R. Harris .... (215) 758-3830 
User Services Manager 
Timothy J. Foley 758-3990 
Operations Manager 
Carol 0. Rauch 758-3989 
Microcomputer Store Manager 
Robert R. Kendi 758-4606 
Systems Programming Manager 
Kevin R. Weiner ..•....... 758-3991 
Information About Bills Received 
Administrative Associate 
Joseph P. Holzer 758-3825 
Accounting Assistant 
Annette L. Ruhe 758-3825 
Consulting 
User Consultants 
Blair R. Bernhardt ..•...... 758-3994 
Frederick W. Chapman 758-3218 
Linda S. Gingery 758-5152 
Monica A. Newman 758-3995 
Joel W. Robertson 758-3985 
Kenneth R. van Wyk 758-4988 
Information About Software Availability 
Software Librarian 
Judith K. Allio 758-3993 
Systems Status, Technical Information 
On-duty Consultant 
.. .................... 758-4141 
General User Information 
Data Processing Assistant 
Ann Marie Matusa 758-3990 
Accounts Coordinator 
Doris A. Oravec 758-3992 
Information About Tapes and Supplies 
Data Processing Assistant/Tape Librarian 
Monica M. Herrera 758-4140 
Computer Access 
On-Cal'll)us 
CYBER850 
(9600 Baud) ..... (cyb850) Ext. 46800 
CYBER 850-NOS/VE only (CDCNET) 
(300-19.2K Baud) ... (ve) Ext. 46100 
DEC20 
(300-9600 Baud) . (dec20) Ext. 46200 
IBM 4381 
(300-19.2K Baud) ... (ns) Ext. 46000 
VAX 8530 
(300-19.2K Baud) ... (vax) Ex1. 46400 
Off-Cal'll)us 
CYBER 850 
(300/1200 Baud) 974-6812 
CYBER 85(}-NOSNE only (COCNET) 
(300/1200 Baud) 974-6100 
DEC20 
(300/1200 Baud) 974-6200 
IBM 4381 
(300/1200 Baud) 974-6000 
VAX 8530 
(300/1200 Baud) 974-6400 
• Business Hours Business Office, 394 Fairchild-Martindale Mon-Fri 8:15 am -12:00 noon 1 :00 pm -4:45 pm User Services, 185/194/196 Fairchild-Martindale Mon-Fri 8:00 am - 12:00 noon 
1 :00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Microcomputer Store, Sayre Building #26 
Mon-Wed 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Thu 9:00 am - 7:00 pm 
Fri 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Operations, 171 Fairchild-Martindale 
Mon-Fri 8:00 am - 11 :30 am 
1 :00 pm -4:30 pm 
Operator Support/Machine Room, 179 Fairchild-Martindale 
Sun 2:00 pm - 10:00 pm 
Mon-Thu 8:00 am - 12:00 midn 
Fri 8:00 am - 10:00 pm 
Sat 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Special Forms Processing Hours 
CYBER 850 
Liquid Ink Plots 
Tue.Fri 
DEC20 
8:00 am - until done 
/Forms :Unline 
Daily 
/Forms :Laser 
Daily 
2:00 pm - until done 
11 :00 am - 1 :00 pm (Except Sun.) 
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm (Except Sat.) 
Consulting Polley 
Consultants are provided to assist users in the use of Lehigh University's computer resour- 
ces. Consultants are not authorized to interpret course assignments, write code, or debug pro- 
gram logic. 
When in need of a consultation, users are requested to contact the LUCC student consultants 
(present at several of the public sites and at ext. 84141), who are hired to augment the full-time 
staff consultants. 
• 
Network Server 
Talaris 
Daily 
VAX 
/Queue- T alaris 
Daily 
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm 
9:00 am - 11 :00 am (Except Sun.) 
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm (Sat. until 5:00 pm) 
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• Director, from front cover ing system has been available for more than two years, but since it was new and not fully functional, it had limited use. Usage occurred when the vast virtual memory capability was 
needed or when the software was only available under 
NOSNE. Usage of NOSNE has grown to between one 
fourth and one third of the total CPU hours for the CYBER. I 
suggest that CYBER users consider NOSNE for new applica- 
tions, attend one of our NOSNE seminars, and then try 
NOSNE. Since NOSNE is Control Data's "operating system 
of the 1990's and beyond," Lehigh's CYBER users will be 
faced with the eventual phase-out of the NOS operating sys- 
tem and full conversion to NOSNE. This may be years in the 
future, but it is not too early to start planning for it. LUCC 
has been discussing these plans with the Computing Center 
Advisory Committee (CCAC) during this fiscal year, and will 
keep users informed of the planning. User input is welcome. 
I am pleased that the long awaited high-speed connection to 
the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center is now operational. 
Access to the Cray X-MP/48 is now available through com- 
puters connected to the campus high-speed backbone network. 
This currently includes the LUCC VAX, the ME CAD Lab 
VAXes, and CSEE AI Lab computers. It is expected that ac- 
cess will be available from the CYBER 850 this spring, after 
new communications hardware and software are made avail- 
able. Software for the connection of the Network Server does 
not yet exist, but we are working with IBM and McGill 
University in the hope that it will be made available in future 
releases of the MUSIC operating system. This connection to • 
Name 
Pittsburgh makes the full spectrum of computers-microcom- 
puters, mainframes, and supercomputers-available to the 
campus. 
I am working with the CCAC to set priorities for the coming 
years. In an effort to gain insight into user needs, we will be 
sending a survey to the campus in December. Please take the 
time to fill out the survey. Comments are welcome; they may 
be made directly to me or to a CCAC representative. The 
names of the CCAC members follow: 
NSID College or Department 
VTAO 
GLAl 
CAB4 
TJFO 
RAG3 
SLG3 
JAHO 
JEHO 
WRHO 
RCHJ 
EJKO 
RRKO 
CNKO 
CS Kl 
JGL3 
VGMO 
RJOO 
CDRl 
SKTO 
KRWl 
• 
Veli Akiner 
Garett Anderson 
Christopher Bracy 
Timothy Foley 
Roy Gruver 
Samuel Gulden 
James Hall 
James Hansz 
William Harris 
Roy Herrenkohl 
Edwin Kay 
Robert Kendi 
Celal Kostcm 
Charles Kraihanzel 
J. Gary Lutz 
Vincent Munley 
Richard O'Connor 
Carol Rauch 
S. Kenneth T arby 
Kevin Weiner 
Art and Architecture 
Telecommunications 
L.U. Computing Society 
Computing Center 
Administrative Systems 
Comp. Sci. & Elect. Engr. 
Accounting 
Marketing 
Computing Center 
Center for Social Research 
Comp. Sci. & Elect. Engr. 
Microcomputer Store 
Civil Engineering 
Chemistry 
College of Education 
Economics 
College of Education 
Computing Center 
Materials Sci. & Engr. 
Computing Center 
Migrate, from front cover 
before they are migrated. See the article entitled "LUCC's 
Plans for DEC 20 Software" for information regarding time- 
frames and destination operating systems for software to be 
removed from the DEC 20. 
Those who will be using Kermit or PCWS to migrate files 
(via a microcomputer) may find the following table useful. 
The Kermit file transfers were done with a ZW-158 running 
Kermit-MS v2.29b, which can use long packets. Those who 
do not have v2.29b or later may obtain a copy of the newest 
version (2.29c) by bringing a blank disk to the central site and 
copying the v2.29c disk available at the circulation window. 
This disk also contains the appropriate .INI files necessary to 
run NetDial with this version of Kermit. The PCWS file 
transfers were done with PCWS v 1.22 . • Approximate Transfer Rates for Kermit & PCWS Program Transfer Short Packets Long Packets (kbytes/min) (kbytes/mln) 
from DEC 2065 30. 7 Kermit-20 
Kermit-170 to CYBER 850-NOS 
Kermit-VE to CYBER 850-NOS/VE 
C-Kermit to CYBER 850-NOS/VE 
Kermit-32 to VAX 8530 
C-Kermit to VAX 8530 
PCWS to Network Server 
11.5 
14.4 
19.3 
17.8 
19.6 
21.0 
32.5 
36.8 
41.9 
Migrating to a Microcomputer (IBM 
Compatible) 
A simple way to migrate files from the DEC 20 to a 
microcomputer is to use Kermit. The transferred files will be 
placed in the current directory on the default disk of the 
microcomputer. If all of the files are then to be transferred to 
another computer, use floppy disks or make a new directory to 
temporarily store the files. For example, to make and change 
to a new directory named TOPS20, issue the commands 
I 
MD \TOPS20 
. CO \TOPS20 
at the MS-DOS prompt. 
4 Computing at Lehigh November 1987 
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Before beginning a file transfer, be sure that there is suffi- to increase the effective transfer rate. Next (regardless of the 
cient room on the default microcomputer disk for the files Kermit-MS version), enter 
being transferred. (A DEC 20 disk page is 2.5k bytes.) The .... , s_E_R_VER ~:.._ ___, 
files will be transferred into the current directory. 
To transfer one or more files from the DEC 20, first use Net- 
Dial to connect to that computer and then log in. Next, enter 
I KERMIT SERVER 
to start the Kermit-20 program on the DEC 20. Press ctrl- J 
and then c (the "escape sequence") to connect back to Kermit- 
MS (the name of the Kermit running on the microcomputer). 
Enter 
I GET fileapec 
where fileapec represents the name of a DEC 20 file to be 
transferred to the microcomputer. Note that the filespec can 
contain the * "wildcard" character to transfer multiple files. 
(The filespec *.*would transfer all files.) 
When file transfer is complete, enter the FINISH command 
followed by the CONNECT command to return to the DEC 20. 
Log out as usual. 
Migrating to the VAX 8530 
A utility has been written for the VAX 8530 in order to 
automate the migration of files from the DEC 20. To begin 
the process, log in to the VAX and enter 
I MIGRATE 
from the VMS prompt. Since your DEC 20 username and 
password must be set before file transfer can begin, Migrate 
prompts for them before displaying its menu. A menu option 
can be selected by entering either the number found next to 
the option or the name of the option (the uppercased word on 
the line). Migrate allows the following commands to be is- 
sued to the DEC 20: DIRECTORY, TYPE, COPY (files from the 
DEC 20), and DELETE. To copy all of your files to the VAX, 
enter 
I COPY *. * 
and then enter Y in response to the 
I Are you sure? [NJ 
query. 
Migrating to the CYBER 850 
Those users who only need to transfer a few small files (less 
than 50k bytes each) to the CYBER 850 may simply want to 
use Kermit as described below. Those having several and/or 
large files to be transferred to the CYB ER 850 should use 
magnetic tape for the transfer. At the time of this writing, the 
details for the latter method were not complete. Interested 
users should contact User Services at ext. 83985. 
Using Kermit 
Migrating files from the DEC 20 to the CYBER 850 using 
Kermit involves transferring the files from the DEC 20 to a 
microcomputer and then transferring them from the 
microcomputer to the CYBER 850. 
• 
Transfer the files to the microcomputer as described under 
the first heading of this article. Then, access the CYBER 850 • 
by selecting option 2 (for NOS) or option 3 (for NOSNE) on 
the NetDial main menu and log in. Either enter 
I :KERMIT 
to start the Kermit-170 (NOS) or the Kermit-VE (NOSNE) 
program, or enter ( on NOS NE) 
I CKERMIT 
to start the C-Kermit program. If using a long-packet Kermit- 
MS (v2.29b or later-see the discussion on long-packet Ker- 
mit at the beginning of this article), enter 
I SET RECEIVE PACKET 1000 
to ready the CYBER Kermit for receiving files. Press ctrl- 
1 and then c (the "escape sequence") to connect back to Ker- 
mit-MS. If using a long-packet Kermit-MS, enter 
I SET SEND PACKET 1000 
so that long packets will be sent. Finally, to send files enter 
I SEND f ileapac 
where filaapac represents the name of a file to be trans- 
ferred from the current directory of the microcomputer to the 
CYBER 850. Note that the filespec can contain the * 
"wildcard" character to transfer multiple files. (The filespec 
*. * would transfer all files.) 
When file transfer is complete, enter the FINISH command 
and then the CONNECT command to return to the CYBER 850. 
C-Kermit users must then enter EXIT to exit the program. 
After flies are transferred to NOS, they need to be made 
permanent. A transferred file can be made permanent as fol- 
lows: 
! STORE, f ilaapac 
Log out as usual when done. 
Migrating to the Network Server 
If migrating files from the DEC 20 to the Network Server, 
first use Kermit to transfer the files to a microcomputer as 
described under the first heading of this article. After the files 
have been transferred to the microcomputer, the PCWS pro- 
gram (included with NetDial) will be used to upload the files 
to the Network Server. The following procedure assumes the 
use of NetDial v4.0 or higher. 
After transferring the files from the DEC 20 to the 
microcomputer, access the Network Server by selecting op- 
tion 1 of the NetDial main menu. Log in to the Network Ser- 
ver and enter OP (UPioad) at the LUNA main menu. The file 
transfer screen will be displayed. Enter the name of the file to 
be uploaded from the current microcomputer directory and 
press return. Note that the file name can contain the * 
"wildcard" character to transfer multiple files. (The file name 
* would transfer all files.) After the transfer is complete (at 
which time the microcomputer bell will sound a few times), 
• 
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• 
I MOUNT TAPE MT: /VOL ID: vsn /LABEL: UNLABELED /WRITE I 
where van is the six letter code assigned to the tape by the 
Tape Librarian. The TOPS-20 prompt may not re-appear for 
several minutes, since the operator must now locate and 
mount the tape on an available tape drive. When the TOPS- 
20 prompt re-appears, files may be copied to the tape. If you 
press Al t-m to acknowledge its completion and return to the 
LUNA menu. To upload additional files, repeat the process. 
Migrating to Magnetic Tape 
Valuable DEC 20 files for which there is no immediate need, 
as well as DEC 20 files to be used at another site, should be 
written to magnetic tape in the "industry standard" format. 
(Magnetic tapes can purchased from the Tape Librarian at 171 
Fairchild-Martindale.) Most computer sites supporting mag- 
netic tapes will be able to read a tape written in this format. 
Since a tape written in the industry standard format does not 
contain the names of the files that are written on it, users must 
be sure to record the names of the files (i.e., as the first file on 
the tape, on paper, etc.) in the order that they are written to 
tape. 
After logging in to the DEC 20, enter 
I SET TAPE FORMAT INDUSTRY 
to set the tape format to be industry-compatible. Next, mount 
the tape by entering 
already used WSTAPE to copy a file to the tape, you must 
enter 
lsKIP MT: n FILES 
where n is the number of files already on the tape. For each 
file to be copied to tape, enter 
!wsTAPE fileapec MT: raclen 
where f ilaapac is the name of the file to be copied to tape 
and raclen is an optional parameter specifying the (maxi- 
mum) length of the records (or lines) in the file. If no record 
length is specified, the value 8 o is used. To copy another file, 
repeat the WST APE command using that file name. 
When finished copying files to tape, enter 
I DISMOUNT TAPE MT: 
to release the tape from the tape drive. 
Any site which must read the tape will need to know the fol- 
lowing information about the tape: 
• 1600 bpi 
• ASCII 
• unlabeled 
• the record length (default is 80) 
• 1 record per block 
• the block length ( default is 80) 
• 
• 
Judith K. Allio & Monica A. Newman 
As many of you are aware, the DEC 20 is scheduled to be HAZTES 
removed from service on June 1, 1988. Some of the soft- *IMSL Library NOS, NOS/VE now (Edition 101) IQL 
ware currently residing on TOPS-20 is, or will be, available *LINDO NOS/VE now 
for one or more of LUCC's other operating systems; other LISP to be determined by 4/1/88 
software will no longer be available at LUCC. LPAGE VMS now 
MACS MS-DOS by 6/1/88 
In the list below: "MS-DOS" indicates availability for MM 
microcomputers; "VMS" indicates availability on the new MOR GAG MS-DOS by 6/1/88 
VAX 8530; and, "NOS" and "NOSNE" indicate availability *MUSE MS-DOS now (WordMARC) *NCPCALC 
on the CYBER 850. Note that, in the list below, those NICKMOL MS-DOS by 6/1/88 
products preceded with an asterisk (*) will be removed from PACK-20 
the DEC 20 on March 7, 1988. PASCAL VMS, NOS, NOS/VE now 
PASFMT VMS, NOS, NOS/VE now 
Program Operating System(s) When Available PHOTO 
ANNUIT MS-DOS by 6/1/88 PLANTS MS-DOS by 6/1/88 
APLSF PLOT-10 · VMS, NOS, NOS/VE now 
BASIC VMS now PVIRR MS-DOS by 6/1/88 
COBOL VMS, NOS, NOS/VE now REDUCE VMS to be determined by 4/1/88 
CURFIT MS-DOS by 6/1/88 RUNOFF VMS now 
DBMS VMS now SAVING MS-DOS by 6/1/88 
DCOPY *SCRIBE VMS now 
DERIV MS-DOS by 6/1/88 *SLAM II NOS/VE by 12/16/87 
DOCSTA SORT VMS, NOS, NOS/VE now 
ECO MS-DOS by 1 /1/88 SOU PE 
EMACS VMS, NOS/VE now SPELL VMS now • ENGLIS MS-DOS by 6/t/88 SY MAP HAZDUD *TSP NOS/VE by 12/16/87 TUTOR Since a new subroutine-naming convention was introduced in edition 10.0, most programs containing calls to ed. 9.2 routines must be converted to run with 
10.0. For important information about the organization and use of ed. 10.0, and about the use of the 9.2/10.0 interface routines, see the August 1987 issue ot 
Computing at Lehigh. 
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Joel W Robertson 
Information about how to access a program under one of the 
above operating systems, as well as about the program's com- 
patibility with the DEC 20 version, can be obtained from Tim 
Foley at ext. 83997. 
This issue's article "Migrating Files from the DEC 20" 
describes how to migrate DEC 20 files to microcomputers, as 
well as to LUCC's other mainframes. 
Pending the timely arrival of the hardware, the CYBER 850 and CYBER 810 will be cutover to ~DC's Qistributed 
~ommunications Network (CDCNET) on December 21, 
1987. CDCNET offers: low cost, reliable hardware; com- 
munication line speeds from 110 to 19,200 bps; multiple con- 
nections, with up to four concurrent sessions per user; and, ef- 
ficient character I/0. The remainder of this article describes 
how to access CDCNET, connect and log in to the desired 
CDCNET service, and terminate a running program. 
Regarding access of CDCNET: 
• Those who currently use NetDial version 4.0 to access 
the CYBER 850 will probably want to use NetDial 
v4.1 after the cutover to CDCNET, since v4.1 will 
simplify the process of connecting to the desired 
operating jy~tem (NOS vs NOSNE), NetDial v4.1 
will be available for downloading from the Network 
Server (under INFO topic COMM) on December 21st; 
it will also be available at the public sites at that time. 
Those using the current version of N~tDial (v4,0) rut~ 
December 20th will need to take two additional steps 
in order to connect to the desired CDCNET service, as 
described in detail below. 
· TERRA users must upgrade to v 1.3 in order to use the 
CYBER 850 after December 20th. TERRA v 1.3 will 
be available for downloading from the Network Server 
(under INFO topic COMM) on December 21st. 
• Those who access the CYBERs by "dialing" with 
MKO can specify the new destination number coc as 
of December 21st, whether wanting to use NOS or 
NOSNE on either the CYBER 850 or CYBER 810. 
(The current mnemonics CYBSSO and VE will, 
likewise, only connect to CDCNET as of December 
21st.) 
A Digital Equipment Corporation PrintServer 40 has been purchased and installed as an auxiliary printer on the 
VAX 8530. PostScript, the language understood by the Print- 
Server 40, is a page description language which enables pages 
to be described independently of the actual Postscript printer 
used to interpret and print them. This allows draft copies of a 
document to be printed on a low resolution PostScript printer 
and the final copy to be printed on a high resolution Postscript 
Seminars on the use of V AXNMS (including GNU Emacs), 
NOS, NOSNE, and MS-DOS will be offered at the beginning 
of the spring 1988 semester. (The schedule will be available 
by January.) Available now from User Services is the printed 
material distributed in those seminars. Currently available 
from the University Bookstore is a NOS User's Guide for the 
CYBER 850; VMS and NOSNE guides are currently being 
written. • 
• Those who want to access the CYBERs from off-cam- 
pus should dial 974-6800 as of December 21st. 
Unless using NetDial v4.1, each of the three following steps 
will have to be performed in order to connect and log in to the 
desired system. NetDial v4.l users will only need to do step 
3. 
1. Issue two carriage returns after connecting to 
CDCNET so that it can determine the baud rate of the 
line. 
CDCNET will respond by sending several lines of text 
to the screen, the last of which is l You may enter CDCNET commands. 
2. Enter the CDCNET command 
NOSSl o would be specified by users of the CYB ER 
810; those users will need to either "APPSW" to 
NOS/VE on that computer. or enter VEIAF when 
prompted for Application: (as described below). 
%CREC is an abbreviation for the CDCNET command 
%CREATE_ CONNECTION; it is the command by which a 
particular CDCNET service (e.g., NOS on the CYBER 
850) is selected. 
3. If prompted for Family:, simply issue a carriage 
return. Enter your usemame and password when 
prompted. Finally, if prompted for Application:, 
enter IAF 
Under CDCNET, a program can be aborted by issuing a %2 
followed by a carriage return (not a ctrl-t followed by a 
return, as under the current front-end). NOSNE users want- 
ing to issue a pause break will need to issue a %1 (instead of a 
ctrl-p) followed by a carriage return. • 
printer. Although the Postscript page description language 
has powerful commands for manipulating text and graphics, 
the PostScript code is usually generated by word processors 
and text formatters (such as Scribe). 
The PrintServer 40 is capable of printing forty pages pe 
minute at a resolution of 300 by 300 dots per inch, although 
complex pages may take longer. 
To queue a PostScript file to this printer, enter 
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• I PRINT /QUEUE=POST filaapec where f ilaapec is the name of the file to be printed. To print only a certain range of pages of this file, enter 
PRINT /QUEUE=POST filespec - 
/PARAMETER="SHEET_LIMIT=([lower,] [upper])" 
where [lower, ] [upper] indicate the range of pages to 
print. If the lower limit is omitted, printing starts at the first 
page. If the upper limit is omitted, printing continues to the 
end of the job. The parentheses can be omitted if only the 
upper limit is specified. For example, 
PRINT /QUEUE=POST CAL.PS - 
/PARAMETER="SHEET_LIMIT=(3,5)" 
would print the third through the fifth page. 
Monica A. Newman 
The SPSSX statistical analysis system is now available on the CYBER 850 under NOSNE. The version available 
under NOSNE is 2.2, while that available under NOS is 
2.0.1. (Version 2.2 for NOS is expected in April, 1988.) • Add-On Product LISREL VI Available Available for use within the NOS/VE version of SPSSX is the "add-on" product LISREL VI. LISREL can be used to: fit 
causal path models; estimate linear structural relations among 
economic variables; study time-dependent relations in lon- 
gitudinal data; perform confirmatory factor analysis and 
covariance structure analysis; analyze multivariate panel data; 
and, test for equality of covariance matrices, of correlation 
matrices, of regressions, or of factor patterns in two or more 
groups. 
LISREL is implemented as an SPSSX "USERPROC." 
SPSSX LISREL uses the same control statements as does the 
stand-alone version of LISREL (available only under NOS), 
plus statements and parameters which allow the use of SPSSX 
variables and missing values. Those wanting to use SPSSX 
LISREL should read the SPSS, Inc. report USERPROC US- 
REL: Using USREL VI within SPSSX. Included in the report 
are: differences between SPSSX LISREL and stand-alone 
LISREL; instructions for passing data from SPSSX files and 
procedure output files; and, hints for efficient operation. The 
LISREL report, as well as the USREL VI User's Guide in 
which LISREL is fully documented, can be found at the 
central site users' area and (on one-day reserve) at the Fair- 
child-Martindale campus library. • SPSSX Version 2.2 SPSSX 2.2, the version running under NOSNE, includes new, enhanced and modified statistical procedures and 
facilities, many of which are mentioned below. Some chan- 
PRINT /QUEUE=POST CAL.PS - 
/PARAMETER="SHEET_1!IMIT=(3,)" 
would print from the third page to the end of the job. And 
PRINT /QUEUE=POST CAL.PS - 
/PARAMETER="SHEET LIMIT=S" 
would print the first through the fifth pages. 
Scribe users who wish to format output suitable for this 
printer should specify Poat Script (instead of Talarie) as 
the device name. 
Due to the potential for abuse and the current lack of 
automatic limiting, a print job containing a page which takes 
longer than two minutes to generate may be dropped at the 
discretion of the operator. + 
ges were available with SPSSX v2. l, which was not available 
for the CYBER; other changes are specific to v2.2. 
Documentation for "v2.1 changes," which are preceded with 
an asterisk in the lists below, can be found in the SPSSX 
User's Guide, 2nd ed. (Appendix J of that guide contains a 
complete list of the "v2. l changes.") Documentation for "v2.2 
changes" is only available from within v2.2 via its INFO com- 
mand, copies of the entire INFO file are availab!c from User 
SQfViGOS, 
New Procedures and Facilities 
* ALS~ is a multidimensional scaling and unf lding 
procedure, with many options for studying individual 
differences With v2.2, a maximum of 100 variables 
can be specified on the VARIABLES subcommand. 
* PROXIMITIES is a procedure which produces dis- 
tance, dissimilarity, or similarity matrices for a small 
to moderate number of cases and variables. The 
proximity matrices can be used as input to CLOSTER 
andALSCAL. 
AOTORECODE recodes values from a numeric, Ion r , or 
short-string variable into consecutive integers and 
stores these integers in a new numeric variable. The 
original variable's values (or value labels, if ones had 
been assigned) arc automatically used as value labels 
for the new variable. 
RENAME VARIABLES changes the names of variables 
in the active file. 
"' UPDATE allows information in a master file to be up- 
dated from information in one or more transaction 
files. 
INCLUDE reads SPSSX commands from the named 
file. Currently, all files processed by a job containing 
an INCLUDE command must reside in catalog 
$LOCAL . 
The XSORT subcommand of SET permits the use of 
SPSSX's sorting routines, via a SET XSORT=YES. By 
default, NOSNE's Sort/Merge facility is used. Note 
that SPSSX's sort routines are recommended when 
sorting on many keys and/or when sorting an extreme- 
ly large data set. 
Also available is a "zipcode" system file, which contains the 
variables ZIP, CNTYCODE and STATCODE (the last two of 
which are labeled) as they existed in 1979. Using the 
MATCH FILES command, zip codes in user data files can be 
matched against those in the zipcode system file in order to 
obtain county and state geocode data. To access the zipcode 
file, use the commands which follow: 
FILE HANDLE ZIPTABLE 
/NAME-' $SYSTEM.APPLICATIONS. SPSSX. VER_2_2. SYSTEM_i'ILES. ZIPTABLE' 
GET FILE=ZIPTABLE 
Further information about the use of ZIPTABLE can be found 
in INFO ZIPMAP. A printed list of the state and county 
geocodes can be obtained from User Services. 
Modified Procedures 
MA.NOVA contains several new statistical enhancements. 
In addition, command syntax (for repeated measures, 
and the PRINT and PLOT subcommands) has been 
simplified, as has printed output. Note that v2.0.1 syn- 
tax will still work with v2.2, and that the default sums 
of squares have been changed to UNIQUE. 
* In REGRESSION, only one VARIABLES subcommand 
is allowed. And, whenever the RESIDUALS or 
CASEWISE subcommand is specified, only 4 of the 12 
residual statistics are produced by default. 
LOGLINEAR and HILOGLINEAR contain several chan- 
ges which affect saturated models. Also, DEVIATION 
is the default contrast if the CONTRAST subcommand is 
not used. 
* Before running AGGREGATE, SORT CASES no longer 
has to be run. The sort order can be specified on the 
BREAK subcommand. If the file is already sorted in 
the desired order, the subcommand PRESORTED 
should be used. 
* PEARSON CORR has a new option, 7, which writes 
square correlation matrices without case counts to a 
procedure output file; that is the form required by the 
FACTOR and CLUSTER procedures. Option 4 output 
(matrices with case counts) is suitable as input to 
REGRESSION and PARTIAL CORR. 
Modified Facilities 
* DATA LIST accepts a variety of new date and time 
formats. In addition, a variety of new date and time 
functions are available to read, manipulate, and write 
values representing dates and times or date-time com- 
binations. 
* The VARIABLE LABELS and VALUE LABELS com- 
mands accept longer labels (60 and 120 characters, 
respectively). However, all procedures (except 
TABLES, which is not available at LUCC) use only the 
first 40 characters of variable labels and the first 20 
characters of value labels. 
For string variables, there are new rules for specifying 
MISSING VALUES. Also, both VALUE LABELS and 
ADD VALUE LABELS have new rules on the padding 
of values being labeled for string variables. 
* A variety of new string transformations are available; 
these are pointed out in chapter 6. 
There are three changes affecting the construction and 
manipulation of logical expressions. Arithmetic 
oper~tions can no longer be performed on logical ex- 
pressions (e.g., VARA=l+ANY (VARB, 1, 3, 5) is il- 
legal). SYSMIS (arg) , a logical function, can no 
longer be used as a number, or compared to a number, 
within an expression. The vertical ( or broken vertical) 
bar and the ampersand can be used in lieu of the logi- 
cal operators OR and AND, respectively. 
* All output can fit within 80 columns, as requested by 
SET WIDTH=BO. 
• 
Running SPSSX under NOS/VE 
SPSSX can be run interactively or from a batch job, as 
described in the following sections. First, examine the fol- 
lowing SPSSX commands: 
FILE BANDLE SCORES87 /NAME•' $USER.SCORES87' /LRECL•28 
FILE BANDLE SYSTEM87 /NAME•' $USER. SYSTEM87' 
DATA LIST FILE•SCORES87 
/1 LASTNAME 1-15 (A) EXAMl TO EXAM3 FINALEXM 17-28 
SAVE OUTFILE•SYSTEM87 
l'INISB 
Note the following about the above job: 
• The NAME subcommands specify the location of the 
raw data file SCORES87 and the destination for the 
system file SYSTEM87. 
• Without the NAME subcommands, SPSSX would look 
for SCORES87, and write SYSTEM87, in catalog 
$LOCAL. Note that files in $LOCAL are temporary, 
and are deleted from $LOCAL upon termination of the • 
job creating them. With the NAME subcommands but 
without the path preface ($USER., in the above NAME 
subcommands), SCORES87 and SYSTEM87 would 
be searched for and written in the catalog from which 
SPSSX was run. (In a batch job, programs are run 
from $USER unless prior to program execution a dif- 
ferent catalog had been set within the job.) $USER is 
the name of the login catalog. 
• The LRECL subcommand is used to specify the maxi- 
mum record length. LRECL is required for most files; 
one type of file for which it is not required is a system 
file. 
Note that the NOS/VE command GETF filename can be 
used to retrieve (permanent) data files and command files 
from NOS.1 Those wanting to transport a SPSSX system file 
from NOS to NOS/VE should contact Monica Newman at ext. 
83995 for details. 
Note also that the NOS NE command 
CHAJL CP_TIME value can be used to change the CP 
second limit from its default value of 1000. An account's 
maximum CP second limit can be determined by issuing the 
DISJL command. 
Running SPSSX Interactively 
1 GETF, CHAJL, DISJL, COPP, PRIF, and INCF are abbreviations for the • 
NOSNE commands GET FILE CHANGE JOB LIMIT OIS- 
PLA Y _JOB_LIMITS, COPY_HLE, PRINT_FILE, -;;nd INCLUDE_FILE, 
respectively. The "MS-DOS-like" commands TYPE and PRINT are also 
available for displaying and printing files. 
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• 
Corrections to the SPSSX User's Guide, 2nd Ed. 
• The ANY and RANGE functions handle missing values 
Before SPSSX can be run from an interactive (or batch) job, 
the command SPSSX ON must be issued . 
Suppose the above group of SPSSX commands resided on a 
file called XCOMMANDS in catalog $USER, which was also 
the current working catalog. To run the job and have the out- 
put listing displayed at the workstation, issue the following 
command: 
I SPSSX I=XCOMMANDS I 
To have the output listing written to a file which could sub- 
sequently be viewed at the workstation (via COPF) and/or 
printed (via PRIF), the following command could be issued: 
I SPSSX I=XCOMMANDS O=MYLISTING I 
File MYLISTING would be written in the current working 
catalog. 
Other parameters available for the SPSSX command are: W=, 
to increase the amount of working storage from its default 
value of IOOOk bytes; and E=, to specify the name of a file to 
which error messages only should be written. (Error mes- 
sages would still be written to the output listing file.) 
Running SPSSX from a Batch Job 
To have SPSSX read the commands on file XCOMMANDS 
from a batch job, you could issue the command: 
I INCF BCOMMANDS I 
where BCOMMANDS resides in the current working catalog 
and is a file similar to the following: • JOB ODI=MYLISTING SPSSX ON SPSSX I=$USER.XCOMMANDS 
JOBE ND 
JOB and JOBEND are NOSNE commands which delimit a 
batch job and cause it to execute. The ODI (output_disposi- 
Lion) parameter specifies the name of the file to which the out- 
put listing should be written. In the example just above, 
MYLISTING would be written in the current working catalog 
($USER). When the ODI parameter is omitted, the output list- 
ing is automatically sent to the line printer. To queue the job 
for processing during non-prime or off hours, add JC=NON or 
JC=OFF to the JOB command. 
Interactive Help Facility 
The NOSNE release of SPSSX includes a "help" file acces- 
sible through NOSNE's EXPLAIN facility; that file contains 
a brief version of the syntax for SPSSX commands. The help 
facility can be accessed (after setting SPSSX ON) by issuing 
the following command at the NOSNE prompt: 
I SPSSX_HELP I 
Available for this command is the parameter S=, for specify- 
ing a subject (within apostrophes). The command: 
• I SPSSX - HELP S=' RECODE, I requests help text for the RECODE command . 
as in the table-not as in the preface to the table-on 
page 124. 
• N OF CASES following a procedure behaves like a 
temporary-not a permanent-SELECT IF. 
• Regarding REGRESSION, if PRED or RESID are 
specified on the RESIDUALS=HISTOGRAM subcom- 
mand, standardized-not unstandardized-plots are 
produced. 
• The CLUSTER example on page 787 is incorrect. The 
example should read as described in INFO CLUSTER. 
Known errors in the NOSNE implementation of v2.2 can be 
found in INFO ERRORS. • 
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Judith K. Allio 
MATLAB, an interactive matrix manipulation program, is now available on the CYBER 850 under NOS and 
NOSNE. MATLAB's capabilities range from standard tasks 
such as the solution of linear equations and the inversion of 
matrices, through symmetric and nonsymmetric eigenvalue 
problems, to fairly sophisticated matrix tools such as singular 
value decomposition. 
MATLAB uses selected routines from LINP ACK and 
EISPACK (which together are considered state-of-the-art 
matrix computation software) to perform the requested opera- 
tions on user-defined matrices. The maximum numbers of 
matrix elements under NOSNE and NOS are 30,000 and 
15,000 respectively. A minimum of 217000s words of 
memory is required to run MATLAB under NOS; more 
memory is required when loading and saving arrays. 
To use MATLAB, enter: 
I MATLAB I 
at either the NOS or NOSNE prompt. 
The MATLAB program may be used in conjunction with a 
user-written FORTRAN subroutine (named USER), normally 
written to define one or more large matrices. To execute 
MATLAB in this manner, follow the call to MATLAB with 
the (local) file name of the compiled USER subroutine. For 
example, under NOS: 
IFTNS,I=afila,B=bfile,L=O 
MATLAB,bfila 
or under NOSNE: 
I 
FORTRAN I=afile B=bfile 
_ MATLAB bf ile 
where afila is the name of the source file and bfil is the 
name to be assigned to the object file. 
Use of MATLAB is described in the MATLAB Users' 
Guide, available at the central site users' area and (on one-day 
reserve) at the Fairchild-Martindale campus library. 
Users should note that the MATZ subroutine (described on 
page 43 of the MATLAB Users' Guide) is not available on the 
CYBER 850. + 
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L INDO (Linear, Interactive, aNd Discrete Optimizer) is now available on the CYBER 850, under NOSNE only. 
LINDO is an interactive programming system for solving 
linear, integer, and quadratic programming problems. 
To access and run LINDO, enter LINDO at the NOSNE 
prompt. 
Use of LINDO is described in the User's Manual for Linear, 
Integer and Quadratic Programming with LINDO, Third Edi- 
tion, available for reference at the central site users' area and 
(on one-day reserve) at the Fairchild-Martindale campus 
library. • 
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M INPACK-1, a collection of FORTRAN-callable sub- routines for the numerical solution of systems of non- 
linear equations and nonlinear least squares problems, is now 
available on the CYBER 850, under NOSNE only. 
To compile a FORTRAN program containing calls to MIN- 
P ACK-1, enter: 
I FORTRAN I=sfila B=bfile 
where afil• is the name of the source file and bfil• is the 
name to be assigned to the object file. Then, to access and run 
M initab, a general purpose statistical system, is now avail- able on LUCC' S VAX 8530. Minitab is a flexible tool 
designed especially for those who have no previous computer 
experience. It is especially useful for exploring data in the 
early phases of analysis, for plotting, and for regression 
analysis. Minitab consists of a collection of about 180 com- 
mands, which operate on data stored in a "worksheet" of rows 
and columns. 
To access and run Minitab, simply enter MINITAB at the 
VMS prompt. 
Use of Minitab is described in the Minitab Handbook, 
Second Edition and the Minitab Reference Manual, available 
for reference at the central site users' area, and (on one-day 
reserve) at the Fairchild-Martindale campus library. An on- 
line HELP facility is also available; it is invoked by entering 
HELP from within Minitab. • 
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C -Kermit version 4E(067) is now available on the VAX 8530 and can be accessed by entering CD:RMIT at the 
VMS prompt. For a display of the command line options, 
MINPACK-1 enter: 
I MINPACK P=bfila I • 
or l MINPACK P=bfile DF=datafile j 
where dataf il• is the name of an optional data file. (Either 
parameter may be omitted, in which case the default 
P = $local. lgo and/or no data file are assumed.) 
Use of MINPACK-1 is described in the User Guide for 
MINPACK-1, available for reference at the central site users' 
area and (on one-day reserve) at the Fairchild-Martindale 
campus library. • 
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C -Kermit version 4E(067) is now available under NOSNE and can be accessed by entering CKERMIT at the NOSNE 
prompt. For a display of the command line options, enter 
CD:RMIT -Hat the NOSNE prompt. This version of C-Ker- 
mit supports "long packets" (2048 send, 1024 receive) which 
can substantially increase the effective data transfer rate. Also 
supported by this version is "init file" processing, which 
provides for the automatic execution of C-Kermit commands 
upon program start-up. The init file must be named 
_KERMRC and located in the login catalog. • 
enter CD:RMIT -H at the VMS prompt. This version of C- 
Kermit supports "long packets" (2048 send, 1024 receive) 
which can substantially increase the effective data transfer 
rate. Also supported by this version is "init file" processing, 
which provides for the automatic execution of C-Kermit com- 
mands upon program start-up. The init file must be named 
KERMIT.IN! and located in the login directory. • 
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A new version of VMS, version 4.6, has been installed on the VAX 8530. The C language runtime library was up- 
dated for this version and is now consistent with its documen- 
tation. Problems with this version should be reported by 
sending VMS Mail to user SYSTEM. + 
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GNU Emacs version 18.48 was installed on the VAX 8530 and made the default Emacs version. Improvements in- 
clude the ability to edit files that have only an extension (such 
as .EMACS) and the proper handling of VMS file protections. 
Emacs can be run by entering EMACS at the VMS prompt. • 
Exploring, from front cover 
class 01 self-study basis. 
Exploring Statistics resides on two diskettes: the EXPLORE 
program diskette (which contains a collection of 24 
programs), and the DATABASE-I diskette (which contains 
44 data files describing the 50 states in the U.S., and 38 data 
files describing the U.S. economy since 1960). Exploring 
Statistics diskettes and copying instructions are available at 
the central site circulation window, the Educational Technol- 
ogy Center, the Fairchild-Martindale and Linderman libraries, 
and the Media Center. The Exploring Statistics package is 
also available for use on the local area networks at 208 
Drown, the Educational Technology Center, 292 Fairchild- 
Martindale, 28 Grace, 491 Maginnes, 502 Packard, and 257 
Whitaker. 
Use of the EXPLORE programs is fully documented in a 
book by David P. Doane, entitled Exploring Statistics with the 
IBM PC, Second Edition. This book is available for reference 
at the central site circulation window, the Educational Tech- 
nology Center, 28 Grace, the Fairchild-Martindale and 
• 
Lindeman libraries, the Media Center, 502 Packard, and 257 
Whitaker. Copies are also available for purchase at the 
Microcomputer Store. This book was written to serve as a 
comparion to a wide range of statistics textbooks. It contains 
program descriptions, case studies, and exercises at the level 
of an introductory statistics class. • 
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Luce has not yet received STATGRAPHICS release 2.6, which STSC, Inc., is currently in the process of distribut- 
ing. LUCC will announce its availability on the Network Ser- 
ver, under the INFO topic CCNEWS. Details about this new 
release will be added to CCNEWS when that information has 
been compiled. • 
Joel W. Robertson 
Wadsworth & Brooks/Cole has officially distributed release 1.11 of EXP, the version distributed by LUCC 
earlier this semester. Included in the official distribution was 
a new utility, EXPSTRIP-the EXP Control Code Stripper. 
This utility removes all EXP-specific control codes and for- 
mat statements, so that the resulting ASCII file may be used 
with spelling checkers or other utility programs which are un- 
able to deal directly with EXP files. 
To obtain a copy of EXPSTRIP, bring a formatted disk to 
the central site and borrow the EXP Supplement Disk avail- 
able at the circulation window. After placing the EXP disk in 
drive A and your disk in drive B, enter 
!copy A:EXPSTRIP.EXE B: 
to copy the file. Return the borrowed disk when the copying 
is complete. 
Wadsworth & Brooks/Cole has announced that it will soon 
release an EXP font editor utility. This program will allow 
new characters to be designed, but will require the use of a 
mouse. In the development stage is a utility which will con- 
vert EXP files to TEX source files. EXP Release 2.0, which 
will include improvements in response to user suggestions, 
will be available sometime after March 1988. • 
Satisfaction, from front cover 
The system averaged approximately 1000 logins per day, and 
had an average session length of 15 minutes. By the end of 
the third week of the fall 1987 semester, there were over 3500 
accounts on the system, representing over 50% of the campus 
population. At that time, the system was averaging 2000 
logins per day; the average session length remained at around 
15 minutes. Figure 1 illustrates the system's usage in terms of 
the number of Network Server accounts, from December 1, 
1986, to September 17, 1987. The reduction of the account 
total by 200 on August 25th was due to the removal of ac- 
counts which had belonged to persons who were no longer 
em lo ed or enrolled at Lehi h. 
Network Server Account Growth 
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Figure 1: Account Growth on the Network Server 
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129.192.65.1 
129.192.65.2 
respectively. This should connect to the specified PSC 
VAX (depending upon network availability). 
3. Log in to the PSC VAX front-end by entering the ap- 
propriate usemame and password. 
4. Note that the TELNET command ctrl-"' x (i.e., hold 
down the ctrl key and press the "' key, release both 
keys and type x) causes the remote (PSC) VAX to stop 
or restart the scrolling of the screen whenever Ctrl-a 
or ctrl-q respectively, are pressed. The TELNET 
command ctrl-"' p can be used to temporarily return 
to the local (LUCC) VAX; enter LOGOUT to return to 
the remote VAX. The TELNET command Ctrl-"' ? 
will list all available TELNET commands. 
5. Enter LOGOUT at the PSC VAX prompt to log out of 
the PSC front-end and return to the LUCC VAX. 
6. Enter LOGOUT at the LUCC VAX prompt to log out of 
the LUCC VAX. 
Additional on-line help for TELNET can be obtained by 
entering HELP TELNET at the LUCC VAX prompt. 
In order to transfer files between the LUCC VAX and the 
PSC VAX front-ends, a program called FfP (File Transfer 
Protocol) must be used. Note that FfP can be started from 
either the LUCC VAX or one of the PSC VAX front-ends. 
The procedure for using FrP is as follows. 
1. Either enter the following at the LUCC VAX prompt 
I FTP node 
where node is one of the PSC access numbers or 
aliases listed above; or enter the following at the PSC 
VAX prompt 
!FTP VAXl.CC.LEHIGH.EDU 
(VAXl.CC.LEHIGH.EDU is an alias for the LUCC 
VAX; the access number is 128.180.2.5.) This should 
form a connection between the LUCC VAX and one 
of the PSC VAX front-ends (depending, once again, 
upon network availability). 
From time to time, the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC) holds introductory workshops in Pittsburgh. These 
workshops are suitable for Lehigh faculty members as well as 
for graduate and undergraduate students who would like a 
complete introduction to supercomputing using the facilities 
of the PS C. (For general information regarding the PSC and 
its facilities, refer to the article entitled "Supercomputer Ac- 
cess via NSFnet" in this edition of Computing at Lehigh.) 
where uaername is the username of an account on the 
node specified in the previous step. Next, enter the 
pauword for the specified usemame on the specified 
node. 
3. Enter FfP commands. The FTP command 
2. Access to an account on the remote node must be es- 
tablished before any FfP transactions can be made. 
At the FIP prompt, enter I • l LOGIN uaernama . 
I DIR 
will give a directory listing of the files stored in the 
VAX account specified in the previous step. The com- 
mand 
I GET f ilenama 
will get the specified file from the account chosen in 
step 2 and transfer it to the other VAX. Similarly, the 
command 
j SEND f ilenama 
will transfer the specified file from the other VAX to 
the account chosen in step 2. If the file to be trans- 
ferred is a l2illi!a file rather than a text (ASCII) file, be 
sure to enter one of the following 
GET filename /TYPE=IMAGE 
SEND filename /TYPE=IMAGE 
Enter 
I HELP 
at the FfP prompt to obtain additional information 
about FTP commands. 
4. To leave FfP and return to the VAX prompt, enter 
QOIT or EXIT, or press Ctrl-z at the FfP prompt. 
For additional information concerning Lehigh's affiliation 
with the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, contact Frederick 
W. Chapman of LUCC's User Services (ext. 83218). General 
inquiries regarding the PSC may also be directed to the PSC 
Consulting Hotline at (412) 268-6350. • 
Topics covered in recent workshops include: introduction to 
the VAX computer and VMS operating system, policies of the 
PSC, methods of accessing the PSC, the Cray operating sys- 
tem, the Cray FOR1RAN compiler, and techniques for vec- 
torizing and optimizing FORTRAN code. 
Consult the INFO topic GENERAL on the Network Server 
for timely notices regarding PSC workshops. • 
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Editor's note: The purpose of this article is to provide inf or- 
mation about how computer auhorizations are processed. 
A computer authorization ( or account) is necessary for ac- cess to LUCC's computing systems: CYBER 850, DEC 
2065, and VAX 8530. Applicaions for computer authoriza- 
tions are to be made in writing by completing LUCC Form # 1, 
available from User Services. Completed applications 
received by User Services are processed on a daily basis. 
Forms should be submitted no liter than 3:00 PM, and proper- 
ly completed, for same-day processing. 
The information on the applcation is entered into the ac- 
counting system, which assignseach account an authorization 
number. The following momiag, the accounting system ac- 
tually opens the account and generates a notice containing the 
authorization number, username, and password. This notice is 
immediately mailed directly tothe Account Requestor. (The 
Account Requestor is the individual responsible for making 
sure the usage of the account complies with LUCC's Com- 
puter Use Policy Statement whch can be found on the reverse 
side of Form #1.) If the Accouit Requestor and the Principle 
User are not the same person, the Account Requestor must 
forward a copy of the authorization information to the Prin- 
ciple User. 
Two public sites have recettly been opened. Maginnes Hall room 491 was converted into a public site containing 
sixteen "LANned" Zenith 248 micros and a Zenith 248 file 
server. Each micro is equipped with a 1.2meg A drive and a 
360k B drive, 512k memory, m 80287 math coprocessor, a 
Sigma EGA board, a NEC 1401 MultiSync monitor, and a 
Microsoft mouse. Disks for boating the micros and accessing 
the LAN are available on the hilletin board. The instructor's 
station includes a connection to an ADI for communication 
with other computers. The site sports an HP LaserJet Series II 
printer (accessible via the LAN) and a color projection sys- 
tem. In addition, the English department is considering the 
purchase of a video switching system and a LAN dialog soft- 
ware package from CompuTeach for this site. 
After being closed since August, the public site at 28 Grace 
has been reopened. This site has been completely remodeled 
Computer authorization change requests (including those to 
gain access to another LUCC computer) are to be made in 
writing via LUCC Form #1-C. Section I must be completed 
by the Account Requestor. In the event that the authorization 
number is not known, the account usemame may be sub- 
stituted. Only the applicable fields in Sections II and III need 
to be completed. Authorization changes are entered daily into 
the accounting system; the modifications are effective the fol- 
lowing morning. 
Section IV of the change request form is generally used for 
resource limit change requests. When making this type of re- 
quest, the following information should be included: 
I. the type of resource to change 
2. the current limit for that resource 
3. the amount of that resource needed 
4. the reason that amount is needed 
These requests are subject to the approval of the User Services 
Manager. 
Questions regarding computer authorizations or the comple- 
tion of the authorization forms should be directed to User Ser- 
vices, at ext. 83990. An Account Requestor' s Guide, LUCC 
Technical Bulletin #12, is available from User Services, as 
well as on the Network Server (as INFO topic TB 12). • 
to make computer instruction practical there. Located at this 
site are thirty "LANned" Zenith 158 micros and a Zenith 241 
file server. Each micro is equipped with two 360k drives, 
512k memory, a monochrome monitor, and an ADI connec- 
tion for communication with other computers. Disks for boot- 
ing the micros and accessing the LAN are available on the 
bulletin board. The instructor's station is equipped with an 
8087 math coprocessor, a Sigma EGA board, and a NEC 1401 
MultiSync monitor. This station controls a high quality, color 
projection system. Printers accessible via the LAN include an 
HP LaserJet, an SRlO, and an SRI5. 
Reservation requests for the 28 Grace site should be made to 
User Services at ext. 83990, while reservation requests for the 
491 Maginnes site should be made to the Registrar. • 
CYBER 730 or DEC 20, and to drop some programs com- 
pletely. 
• 
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From the May 1, 1983, issue of Computing at Lehigh: 
With regard to the software residing on the PDP 11/34, 
LUCC plans to transfer some programs to the DEC 20, to 
drop other programs in favor of a duplicate version on the 
Joel W. Robertson 
Those users with computers having more than one serial port, as well as a device (such as a mouse or a serial 
printer) which can be driven only from COMl, may be happy 
to know that NetDial as well as PCWS and Kermit (the two 
terminal emulation programs NetDial uses) can be configured 
touseCOM2. 
PCWS 's default port must be changed to COM2 from within 
PCWS's communications setup menu. To access this menu, 
first change to the directory in which NetDial was installed 
(usually\ INTECOM) and enter 
to start the Communications Line Monitor. Then enter 
I TERM 
to start the TERMinal program. Finally, press Alt-• to enter 
the communications setup menu. Press the right arrow key to 
change the default communications port to 2. (Note that by 
pressing the PgUp/PgDn keys different setup menus can be 
accessed, one of which is for setting colors for Network Ser- 
ver screcns.) Press ra followed by a carriage return to save 
the change. To exit back to MS-DOS, press Alt-x. 
In order to make Kermit use COM2, it is necessary to add 
(with a text editor) the following line to the beginning of each 
of the .INI files in the directory in which NetDial was in- 
stalled (usually\ INTECOM): 
I SET PORT 2 
Now, to make NetDial use COM2 (and set the text color for 
all but the Network Server) enter: 
I NETDIAL color 2 
The 2 instructs NetDial to use COM2. The color can be one 
of the fo1lowing (the default is 7): 
• 
Blue 1 
Green 2 
Cyan 3 
Red 4 
Magenta 5 
Brown 6 
Light Gray 7 
Dark Gray 8 
Light Blue 9 
Light Green .. 10 
Light Cyan 11 
Light Red 12 
Light Magenta 13 
Yellow 14 
White 15 
• 
Joel W. Robertson 
Sending mail to users on BITNET and Internet is possible from the VAX 8530. Access to all Internet nodes is not 
currently possible due its present routing scheme, so expect 
some messages to be returned and marked as undeliverable. 
The VMS Mail utility is used to send mail to remote users. 
To run Mail, enter • 
I MAIL I 
at the VMS prompt. Next, enter 
I SEND 
and then at the To : prompt, enter I IN%"uaarnam.@node" 
where uaarnama is the usemame of the remote user and 
node is the network address of the remote user. For example, 
to send a message to a user HOOSIER at BITNET node 
INDY, enter the following at the To : prompt: I IN%"H00SIER@INDY .BITNET" 
Or, to send a message to a user HOOSIER at Internet node 
TIMBER.FALLS.INDY.EDU, enter the following at the To: 
prompt 
I IN%"HOOSIER@TIMBER.FALLS.INDY.EDU" 
At the Subj: prompt, enter an appropriate subject. Next, 
enter the text of the message. Press ctrl-z to send the mes- 
sage; press ctrl-z again to exit Mail. 
Remote users should address mail to LUCC's VAX users in 
the following way: 
juaernam.@VAXl.CC.LEHIGH.EDO 
• 
L_ 
• 
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Computing at Lehigh Contribution Information 
Computing at Lehigh encourages contributions for articles and Consultant's Corner. 
We prefer that contributions either be submitted electronically via VAX 8530 mail to user EDITOR, be provided on a MS-DOS 
formatted 5.25 inch floppy disk, or be provided on a 3.5 inch micro floppy disk in Macintosh (MacWrite) format. Contribu- 
tions sent via DEC 20 mail must be in ASCII format (i.e., be plain text). Acceptable MS-DOS document formats are: 
• ASCII (not word-processed) 
• EXP 
• Freestyle 
• WordStar 
Printed copy is welcomed, but please also accompany the printed copy with the text in one of the above formats (especially 
for articles and other long contributions). All mailed contributions (whether on diskette or printed) should be sent to the follow- 
ing address: 
Editor, Computing at Lehigh 
196 Fairchild-Martindale #8b 
Computing Center 
Lehigh University Bethlehem, PA 18015 
Articles by users are included at the Computing Center's discretion. The Computing Center reserves the right to edit all con- 
tributions. 
Article submissions should be completed by the 1st of even-numbered months. Be sure to include your name, mailing ad- 
dress, and phone number. 
Computing at Lehigh Mailing List 
Check one: 
D ADD my name to the mailing list. 
D CHANGE my address on the mailing list. (List both old and new addresses and be sure to include the Zip Codes.) 
D DELETE my name from the mailing list. (Please include the mailing label or complete address.) 
Campus Off-Campus 
Name:~ Name:~------------------ 
Dept.: Address:------------------ 
Room & Bldg.:------------------------------------ 
Return to: Old Mailing Address (if changing or deleting): 
Computing at Lehigh Mailing List 
196 Fairchild-Martindale #8b 
Computing Center 
Lehigh University Bethlehem, PA 18015 
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